
 

Prices effective as at 1 May 2020 

Our fixed prices for your property transactions 

 
Sale of property 
Standard fee (plus GST) ............................................................................................................................ $780 
Additional costs (if applicable) (plus GST): 

 Is the vendor a company / trust? ....................................................................................... $200 
(This reflects the need to carry out increased AML checks, reviewing the constitution  
or trust deed to give our certificates, and preparing resolutions / trust minutes.) 

 Is there a mortgage on the property? .............................................................................. $250 
(This reflects the need to arrange the discharge of mortgage.) 

 Is the property a unit title? .................................................................................................... $250 
(This reflects the need to deal with the body corporate / arrange disclosures.) 

 If in Canterbury, is there an insurance / EQC claim  
to be assigned? .......................................................................................................................... $300 
(This reflects the need to prepare / deal with these documents.) 

Search, registration and bank fees (GST inclusive): 
 Sale without a mortgage ....................................................................................................... $20 
 Sale with a mortgage .............................................................................................................. $100 

 

Refinancing 
 Standard fee (plus GST) .......................................................................................................... $780 

Additional costs (if applicable) (plus GST): 
 Is the borrower a company / trust? .................................................................................. $200 

(This reflects the need to carry out increased AML checks, reviewing the constitution  
or trust deed to give our certificates, and preparing resolutions / trust minutes.) 

 Are guarantees involved? (cost is per guarantee) ....................................................... $250 
(This reflects the need to review the guarantee and provide additional disclosure  
as required by the lender’s instructions.) 

 Is the lender a non-bank or KiwiBank? ............................................................................ $200 
(Non-bank lenders and KiwiBank have more complex documentation, verification  
and settlement requirements than other bank lenders.  This amount reflects  
the additional costs of dealing with these.) 

Search, registration and bank fees (GST inclusive):  

 Refinance with one discharge ............................................................................................. $190 

 
Purchase of property 
Standard fee (plus GST) ....................................................................................................................................... $980 
Additional costs (if applicable) (plus GST): 

 Is the purchaser a company / trust? ............................................................................................ $200 
(This reflects the need to carry out increased AML checks, reviewing the constitution  
or trust deed to give our certificates, and preparing resolutions / trust minutes.) 

 Do you need a mortgage for the purchase? ............................................................................. $350 
(This reflects acting on the financing arrangements.) 

 Is the lender a non-bank or KiwiBank? ....................................................................................... $200 
(Non-bank lenders and KiwiBank have more complex documentation, verification and 
settlement requirements than other bank lenders.  This amount reflects the additional  
costs of dealing with these.) 

 Will you be using KiwiSaver or a HomeStart Grant? (cost is per application) ............. $250 
(This reflects the need to take extra statutory declarations, ID certifications, 
undertakings to the providers and dealing with trust receipts.) 

 Is the property a cross lease or unit title? ................................................................................. $250 
(This reflects the need to deal with the body corporate / review lease and disclosure 
documents.) 

 If in Canterbury, is there an insurance / EQC claim  
to be assigned?...................................................................................................................................... $300 
(This reflects the need to prepare / deal with these documents.) 

Search, registration and bank fees: 
 Purchase without a mortgage ........................................................................................................ $150 
 Purchase with a mortgage ............................................................................................................... $230 

 
Notes 
 We can help with pre-purchase reviews of a LIM / title. These are generally $350 plus GST 

(plus the cost of the LIM, if applicable). Please contact us for an exact quote. 

 We can also help with drafting and negotiate the agreement for sale and purchase 
(generally done by the agent), help with due diligence queries, or deal with existing tenants 
on the property. We will let you know the cost of this depending on how much you would 
like us to do. 


